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Abstract. This paper introduces “The Structured Scenario-based Design Method”, 
a design approach where a vision is proposed from an HCD (Human-Centered De-
sign) perspective for use with ubiquitous computing. This method utilizes struc-
tured scenarios that are created in order to appropriately incorporate users’ intrinsic 
needs and values into systems/products specifications at an early stage of design-
ing. This paper discusses the method, articulating characteristics, a design process 
and a few case examples using a tool developed for this particular method. 
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1   Introduction 

The concept of ubiquitous computing [1], introduced by Mark Weiser in 1988, is 
becoming a reality. Computers and sensors, embedded in the environment, are or-
ganically linked through networks, allowing users to use computers without even 
thinking about them. The challenge in developing systems/products for the ubiquitous 
age is not only solving problems with existing products and services, but also creating 
ideas for new products and services not yet in existence. Furthermore, we must con-
sider users’ intrinsic needs so that products and services to be developed can be truly 
accepted by people and society. 

In 2007, our team organized a working group within the Ergonomic Design Re-
search Group of the Japan Ergonomics Society to research a practical HCD method 
that will help develop future generation systems/products for the ubiquitous age. This 
paper outlines the accomplishments of our research; “The Structured Scenario-based 
Design Method.” [2]. 
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2   The Structured Scenario-Based Design Method 

2.1   Characteristics of the Structured Scenario-Based Design Method 

From an HCD perspective, there are two major approaches to the development of 
systems/products. One is a problem-solution design approach, where usability of 
existing systems and products is evaluated and problems are solved. The other ap-
proach is a vision-proposal design approach where new services, not yet in existence, 
are envisioned based on users’ intrinsic needs and values in order to create sys-
tems/products that satisfactorily meet these needs. The former is an effective ap-
proach in improving interaction problems between users and systems/products, and 
deals with “expected values” from a perspective of user satisfaction. The latter ap-
proach deals with “attractive values,” and is intended to introduce users to new values 
and experiences. Either approach can be chosen according to the particular purpose of 
development. 

The Structured Scenario-based Design Method is especially effective with a vision-
proposal design approach, intended to propose visions that are securely acceptable in 
people’s lives and society, and to further develop them. Figure 1 shows the Structured 
Scenario-based Design Model. The following are its characteristics. 

 

Fig. 1. Basic model for the Structured Scenario-based Design Method 

1)   To use a four-layered approach to exploration of systems/products 
development in the ubiquitous age 

The Structured Scenario-based Design Method is based on architecture known as 
“The three layered model for ubiquitous computers society,” [3] intended to facilitate 
understanding and discussion on products and services in the ubiquitous age. In this 
architecture, the upper service layer is used to discuss values that users would enjoy, 
the middle interaction layer is to discuss interactions between users and sys-
tems/products, and finally the lower system layer is to discuss specific technologies 
and specifications. In addition to the three layers, the Structured Scenario-based De-
sign Method has added another layer, the “activity layer,” between the service layer 
and the interaction layer in order to better identify users’ activities and behaviors. The 
four-layered model can be used as a human-centered approach to an in-depth struc-
tural discussion on systems/products in the ubiquitous age. 
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2)   To make use of scenarios and personas 
The human-centered design approach requires that user experiences be identified to 
closely examine systems/products. For this reason, the Structured Scenario-based 
Design Method uses scenarios at every stage of products development. Also, scenar-
ios use personas to represent users. Scenarios and personas are a useful means of 
sharing goals and ideas among a multidisciplinary design team in the human-centered 
design process. 

3)   To output structured scenarios and provide information stipulating 
systems/products specifications  

In the Structured Scenario-based Design Method, users’ intrinsic needs and values, 
values offered by business, and persona profiles are used as input information. Dis-
cussions are carried out in each functional layer, and three different structured scenar-
ios are written and output. These three scenarios consist of a service scenario in the 
service layer, an activity scenario in the activity layer and an interaction scenario in 
the interaction layer. These scenarios are eventually used as information in order to 
help define systems/products specifications. Figure 2 shows characteristics of each 
scenario.  
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of each scenario in the Structured Scenario-based Design Method 

4)   A design process that connects service and systems/products specifications 
through user experience 

The Structured Scenario-based Design Method proposes a concept for design proc-
esses where a discussion on users’ needs and values start at the service level, which is 
the uppermost layer of the four-layered model. Then, users’ needs and values are 
incorporated into user activities and interactions to help realize new services. Finally, 
information and data are obtained to explore systems/products specifications that 
should meet the needs and values. This design process allows users’ intrinsic needs 
and values to be considered throughout every stage of the systems/products develop-
ment, through to the specification stage. 

5)   The method is based on human-centered design, and includes usability 
development 

The Structured Scenario-based Design Method is based on a human-centered design 
process that is characterized by active involvement of users at an early stage, iteration 
of design solutions and multi-disciplinary design. 
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In addition, the Structured Scenario-based Design Method is intended to develop 
usability defined by ISO9241-11 [4] as “Extent to which a product can be used by 
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction 
in a specified context of use”. The Structured Scenario-based Design Method uses 
personas to clearly define user profiles. Moreover, each scenario is provided with 
weighted evaluation criteria in the layers, consisting of effectiveness, efficiency and 
satisfaction. Service scenario focuses on “satisfaction,” activity scenario on “effective-
ness” and interaction scenario on “efficiency.” Therefore, the Structured Scenario-
based Design Method is consistent with usability as defined in ISO9241-11.  

2.2   Design Process in the Structured Scenario-Based Design Method 

Shown below is the design process used in the Structured Scenario-based Design 
Method. 

1)   To start the design process in the Structured Scenario-based Design Method, 
the following two input elements must be articulated 

i) Users’ intrinsic needs and values, and values offered by business 
Users’ intrinsic needs and values are identified by collecting user-related data such as 
questionnaires as a quantitative approach, or photo diaries, photo essays [5], inter-
views, or observations as a qualitative approach. The values business can offer are 
identified based on its business data, including business domain, company-owned 
technologies, business strategies and business environment. 

ii) Persona 
Personas are synthesized from data collected from users. Personas are used to develop 
a service scenario into an activity scenario and an interaction scenario. Personas help 
better articulate users’ behaviors and emotions in scenarios. One or more personas can 
be created. 

2)   Create service scenario from users’ intrinsic needs and values, and values 
offered by business 

Service scenario is a scenario that demonstrates a concept of a particular service and 
provides a clear picture of the service. Here, specific user profiles or systems/products 
are not defined. Instead, a user profile is expressed as user segments or categories. 
Evaluation is approached from the perspectives of both business and user.  From the 
user’s perspective, a special emphasis is placed on user satisfaction in human-
centered design.  

3)   Create activity scenario from service scenario and persona 
Activity scenario is a scenario that demonstrates users’ activities, articulating scenes 
depicted in service scenario and persona’s goals to be achieved by the services, and 
describing user activity flow and emotions during all stages of the flow. Here specific 
systems/products are not described, but rather the main focus is placed on the per-
sona’s experiences. For evaluation, a special emphasis is placed on effectiveness in 
human-centered design.  
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4)   Create interaction scenario from activity scenario and persona 
Interaction scenario is a scenario that demonstrates users’ interaction with sys-
tems/products, where each of the person’s interaction developed from the activity 
scenarios is described in terms of time sequence as the systems/products are used. 
Concrete ideas for realization of systems/products are given in this scenario. For thor-
ough and in-depth discussion, hardware, software and human ware characteristics 
must be addressed. For evaluation, a special emphasis is placed on efficiency in hu-
man-centered design. 

5)   To realize systems/products specifications, while maintaining consistency 
between three scenarios and systems/products specifications 

Systems/products specifications are discussed through the use of three structured 
scenarios, which are outputs from the Structured Scenario-based Design Method. For 
example, use case scenarios can be used. Technical elements are described in sys-
tems/products specifications and evaluated from a technical perspective.   

3   A Tool and Case Examples of the Structured Scenario-Based 
Design Method 

In the Structured Scenario-based Design Method, templates are created as a tool to 
create and discuss three layered scenarios consisting of service scenario, activity sce-
nario, and interaction scenario. Figure 3-5 show case examples created through the 
use of these templates. 

　
Yanagida

Target users

User data Business data

User’s intrinsic needs and values Values offered by business 

Service scenario Scene

Young people living alone can take care of their own
clothes easily and conveniently so that they can wear
clean clothes every day, even having little knowledge or
experience in washing.

Date 　Nov. 30, 2008 Ref. No. 

Young people living alone

1) Wash a jacket at home, after
coming back in the evening.

2) On a day off, wash the
laundry accumulated from the
previous days.

3) Wash special types of
clothing with lace or leather
decoration.

User wishes to look well dressed and well groomed
without too much of a bother. However, he/she wants
to take care of his/her own clothes without using a
laundry service.

Young people living alone lack knowledge and
experience in washing and caring for clothing. They
are expected to be well dressed and well groomed, but
try to avoid tiresome chores. They may have had a
disappointinting experience with a laundry service,
such as a garment returned with a button broken.

Shift business from single product (washing
machine) to a comprehensive business package
offering specific services. Expand sales channel to
include household equipment market, in addition to
home electronics market.

Provide users with full support for laundry washing,
while making troublesome and time-consuming
chores easy.

　Service scenario data sheet Created by

Title
　Laundry service for young people living alone

　SS08-002

 

Fig. 3. Case example of service scenario 
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Yanagida

Persona’s goal Target persona ID: P08-005

Scene Activity scenario Tasks

Created by Date Ref. No. 

Title
　Washing of jacket at home (Yusuke Oyama)

　Nov. 30, 2008 　AS08-002

1) Places laundry

2) Sets up for the
washing.

(wash)
 
3) Removes the
laundry

4) Learns that not
all stains can be
removed.

5) Takes
procedure to use
an outside laundry
service.

　Activity scenario data sheet

Wants to dress in clean
and fashionable
clothing, without too
much of a bother.

Yusuke Oyama

1) Washes a
jacket at home,
after coming
back in the
evening.

Working in sales, sloppy by nature,
but wants to look neat.
Male, 24 years old, single, living alone, working
at a car dealership

Yusuke came back to his studio apartment late at night,
after enjoying after-work dinner and drinks with his
colleagues.
“There is a bad cigarette smell on my jacket. I will wash
it.” Yusuke placed his jacket and necktie in it, and set up
for the washing. The procedure was similar to just
putting away clothes, finding it easy and convenient.

The next morning, he took out his cleanly washed jacket
with no cigarette smell on it. He was happy, feeling that
he could make a good impression with customers.

However, he became aware of a stain on his necktie
that couldn’t be removed with the usual washing
procedure. He thought he could use an outside laundry
service. He was relieved he found the stain before
wearing it.

 

Fig. 4. Case example of activity scenario 

　
Yanagida

Target persona

Tasks Interaction scenario
Hardware/software/human-ware

Yusuke Oyama

Yusuke opened the door of a wardrobe-type washing machine, took out
empty clothing hangers, placed his jacket and necktie on them, and hanged
on hook. (Specific clothing data collected: material, history of washing, etc.)

When closing the door, “Jacket: 1”, “Necktie: 1” appeared on the operation
panel of the door.  He pressed the button “Wash”. Then “Air wash ON”, “1
hour to complete” appeared. He saw that the machine sensed the
contamination level and started optimal air washing.

The next morning, the operation panel of the door read “Jacket: 1:
Complete”, “Necktie: 1: Incomplete”. He touched “Necktie” and details
appeared. The necktie had a sauce stain, although he did not notice it. He
learned that the stain could not be removed with his air washing machine.

The display says that if he sends the necktie to laundry service, it will be
delivered by the evening. He touched the “Call laundry service” button. He
followed the instruction “Place the necktie in laundry box” and put the
necktie in the laundry delivery box at the entrance.

1) Places laundry

2) Sets up for the
washing.

(wash)
 
3) Removes the
laundry

4) Learns that
not all stains can
be removed.

5) Takes
procedure to use
an outside
laundry service.

　Interaction scenario data sheet Created by

Title
　Wardrobe-type washing machine and collaborated laundry service

Date 　Nov. 30, 2008 Ref. No. 　IS08-002

ID: P08-005

 

Fig. 5. Case example of interaction scenario 
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“Washing” is a theme. The current situation requires that a user either washes his 
laundry at home or use an outside laundry service. From users’ intrinsic needs and 
values; “User wants to look well dressed and well groomed, without too much of a 
bother”, a proposal is made to launch new services in the intermediate domain. Then 
concrete ideas for systems/products are proposed based on the user’s activities and 
interactions.  

4   Conclusion 

This paper has introduced the Structured Scenario-based Design Method, a design 
approach where a vision is proposed from an HCD perspective in the ubiquitous age. 
In the Structured Scenario-based Design Method, scenarios are created for each layer 
of the layered architecture, based on users’ intrinsic needs and values, thereby creating 
new visions for user experience, as well as ideas for services and systems/products 
which are high in user satisfaction, effectiveness and efficiency. Finally, it also pro-
vides information to define specifications.  

Benefits of Structured Scenario-based Design Method include: 

1) Systems/products with high usability can be developed from an HCD per-
spective. 

2) Customer values can be identified to endure future competitiveness. Devel-
oped systems/products will be high in accuracy, making customers willing to 
accept and buy.  

3) A focused and efficient development process is a way to reduce development 
lead time and achieve cost savings.  

4) The direction for the future of business can be identified, contributing to ef-
fective corporate business management. 

We intend to verify these benefits through application of the method proposed in 
this paper, and plan to improve this method to obtain a higher accuracy level. 
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